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Concepts addressed:  
New ideologies including liberalism, socialism and Marxism  
 

I. Ideologies in wake of revolution  
A. French Revolution challenged political, social, economic, cultural "certainties" - undermined 

dominance of Catholic Church  
B. Industrial Revolution altered family life, ways of working, leisure  
C. On-going effects/implications of Scientific Revolution and increased literacy - 

Enlightenment increased doubts and critical thought 
II. Conservatism  

A. Edmund Burke in England: belief in tradition, precedent, government restraint (role as 
"policeman" only - no role in altering social conditions) - rejected radicalism, violence of 
French revolution as necessary result when people forget tradition and try to invent 
laws/customs  

B. Joseph de Maistre in France: emphasized importance of religion, tradition as basis for law, 
social order - need for social hierarchy  

C. Restoration era in Germany: need to defend monarchy, control freedom of speech and 
organization, reject nationalism as dangerous to stability/status quo  

III. Utilitarianism  
A. Jeremy Bentham: government/society should seek the greatest happiness for the greatest 

number  
IV. Liberalism  

A. Basis for reform movements in England - also in other European countries  
B. John Stuart Mill, On Liberty - defense of freedoms (of speech, of assembly, of conscience, 

etc) as essential to prosperity; also advocate of women's rights  
C. Some reluctance to grant full political rights to those without education or property - cautious 

about full democracy  
D. Benjamin Constant (France) - emphasized need to defend civil liberties through involvement 

in political life; separation of public and private necessary for human freedom  
E. Government has responsibilities toward the population - justified reforms in workplace 

safety, hours of work for children/women, sanitation, etc. as necessary for freedom and 
economic prosperity  

V. Socialism  
A. Utopian forms: Claude Saint-Simon, Charles Fourier, David Owen  
B. Creation of socialist communities in the New World - ego Icarians  
C. Efforts to recognize/use advances in technology to improve life for all - everyone to contribute 

to society in ways that best suited their tastes and abilities; women often recognized and given 
special roles - often emphasized importance of engineers  

D. Forms of social organization meant to be cooperative and voluntary but had potential for 
authoritarian tendencies  

E. Inspired many working class/union movements in early 19th century  
F. Goal to distribute wealth and power throughout society  

VI. Marxism  
A. Karl Marx - theory of capital and profit (as written in Das Kapital)  
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i. Alienation of labor - industrial workers no longer control the products of their labor 
and thus no longer own their creativity  

ii. Capitalism depends on exploitation of labor  
iii. Competition among capitalists for their own benefit but this competition will 

ultimately bring capitalism down  
iv. Capitalism as necessary for generating wealth, resources for next stage of economic 

development (Communism)  
v. Ambiguous about revolution: history will inevitably bring humans out of capitalism 

and into Communism yet workers might accelerate the transformation  
B. Under Communism, the State will essentially disappear as it will no longer be the possession of 

anyone social class  
C. "Dictatorship of the proletariat" - workers to take over in order to make social transformation 

possible  
D. Communist Manifesto  
E. Basis for socialist and Communist movements in 19th and 20th centuries - but many versions of 

Marx, not all texts available until recent decades, many disagreed with Marx's analysis on some 
points  

F. Represented era when "scientific" analyses were in vogue - believed that science (of 
economics) predicted the future  


